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There is no other term, the Swiss politician from the left to right wing, from 
the former FDP Federal Council member Johann Schneider-Ammann to 
former SP National Assembly member Rudolf Strahm, mention with so 
much warmth in their voice: Dual education system. 
 
The idea is deeply rooted in this country that an apprenticeship in a 
company, combined with a vocational school, can bring you further in life 
than a doctorate. It is the most effective vaccine against unemployment, 
a Swiss quality worthy of protection and promotion, and that the world 
profits when the system is copied. 
 
In Samuel Notz the idea found an unexpected conveyor. Actually Notz 
seems rather the typical product of an academic education: High school, 
Business studies, banking career, foundation of his own consulting 
company in China and Brazil with 30 employees. "And then, at 50, I thought: 
I would like to do something else, something more sustainable, change the 
world." 
 
In discussions with business partners Notz developed an idea: to offer the 
apprenticeship with digital means internationally compatible and on a 
worldwide basis. With its new Company Global Swiss Learning Notz has 
already started to implement the idea. Together with Richemont, the 
vocational school of the SBC – Swiss Bakery and Confectionery Master 

Association, Notz develops digital courses and teaching materials. Theory 
and practice are offered over the internet. The communication is 
reciprocal: Who learns via video to make a butter plait braid (Butterzopf), 
uploads a photo of its own efforts, may ask questions and be corrected. 
Foreign partner schools offer the online courses and the on site trainings 
and are supported in the further education of their teachers. 
 
Notz understands the offer certainly as a business. He has a business plan 
prepared, market research done and investors found. The foreign 
education partners pay license fees for the courses. Global Swiss Learning 
pays thus digitization, market development, keeps a profit back and 
passes a fee to the Swiss education providers. 
 
The first such courses for bakers, confectioners and pastry chefs will be 
launched next year in China and Brazil. "With this cooperation our 
knowledge is offered more easily and much more cost effectively to a 
larger audience", says Reto Fries, the director of the Richemont vocational 
school. Next Notz wants to develop courses for the gastronomy and hotel 
industry, later technical trainings in health care. 
 
For his abrupt career move Samuel Notz has a role model: his mother. 
Katharina Heyer was in demand as designer and businesswoman all over 
the world. But at the age of 55 she left her hamster wheel and dedicated 
herself to the endangered whales and dolphins in the Strait of Gibraltar. 
"She has shown me," says Notz, "that also in the second half of a career it is 
possible to dedicate yourself to a completely new and fulfilling task." 
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